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K3 Designs are a south coast (UK) based, home
grown windsurfing and stand up paddle
hardware company who specialise in high end
pre-preg carbon equipment.

The brand’s SUP paddles have been getting a fair bit of
interest of late with a healthy number of recreational
SUPers choosing to go down the K3 route. I recently got
hold of K3’s Bamboo Blade and Battle Blade to put
through their paces. Here’s what I thought.

Sexy, sexy
On first look both the Bamboo Blade and Battle Blade
are top shelf, sexy looking pieces of SUP kit. The shiny
patterned carbon of both shafts, and contrasting
bamboo scoop of the Bamboo Blade, bold K3
Designs graphics and attention to detail give the
impression that these ‘spoons’ are top shelf Gucci
products.

Well designed, manufactured and finished, the K3
paddles look fit for purpose and ready to go to
war.

Battle Blade
The Battle Blade is unique with its shallower blade angle. The idea behind
this is to give a powerful and quicker stroke. Without loss of oomph, the
rider should be able to catch, pull, release and
recover in a more efficient manner than with
more conventional scoops.

The Battle Blade shaft is narrow in diameter with
a comfy ergonomically manufactured T – Grip
sitting on top.

Bamboo Blade
K3’s Bamboo Blade has a more conventional
swept back scoop than its stealthier looking sibling
and the bamboo constructed blade is billed as
more of a wave shredding tool due to the
narrower width which should ensure quicker rail
to rail changes.

A slightly fuller shaft than its brother, but no less
comfortable, with a bulbous top grip completes
the look.

Onto the water
I tried both K3 SUP paddles in a variety of different
scenarios – from waves to flat, small to big and
choppy to glassy. Both performed incredibly well in
each environment and actually it was hard to
separate the two in terms of performance.

The Bamboo Blade, with its narrower scoop is
great for rapid and efficient changes whereas the
Battle Blade is the most efficient in terms of
power delivery and acceleration.

For recreational cruising either paddle would be a good
choice. The shafts on each stick are both super stiff, with
minimal bend, ensuring SUPers get the maximum out of each
stroke and therefore over exertion should be kept at a
minimum.

Speed, cruising and waves
Partnered with a speed/race board I tended to favour the
Bamboo Blade for shorter sprint oriented sessions while the
Battle Blade was better over longer distances (going against
everything that, on paper, the two sticks are designed for – a
complete role reversal!) The angle of the Battle Blade’s
scoop meant I could keep up a higher stroke rate without
loss of forward drive. Its narrower shaft felt more
comfortable over distance and help prevent fatigue.

For cruising and exploratory missions I usually grabbed the
Bamboo Blade as this felt better in the hands when just
dabbling with a paddle. The narrower blade width was also
easier going for lazier sessions.

The most interesting find came when I took the K3s into
waves. Although the Bamboo Blade is marketed as the
brand’s wave weapon, and in theory, with its sleeker
scoop, should be the case, I found myself time and
again switching to the Battle Blade. This was a purely
personal preference and may not be the same for
everyone. 

With its narrow diameter shaft and (for me) more
comfortable T- Grip, the Battle was my ‘go to’
spoon out of the two for SUP surfing. The slightly

more efficient power delivery made for greater
acceleration and therefore later drops right as waves were about to pitch.
(I tend to sit right on the peak rather than paddling for a set further out

back and therefore appreciated the instant ‘red line’
nature of the Battle Blade). Even though the blade is
slightly wider than the bamboo version, I never felt
this was an issue and could still swap from rail to
rail easily. 

This isn’t to say that the Bamboo Blade is any less of
a performer; it’s just that the Battle Blade suits my
style better.

Summing up
Both K3 Designs’ SUP paddles are top drawer bits
of kit and either stick would be a worthy choice for
most paddlers. In terms of which to go for would
depend on your personal preferences.

If power is your thing, and you have the necessary
technique to make wider blades work in waves,
then the Battle Blade would be choice. Racers
would also do well with this stick. However, if you
prefer a more conventional shape and have a
longer paddle stroke then the Bamboo Blade
would probably serve you best.

Whichever K3 Designs SUP paddle you choose
you’ll be getting a high end piece of equipment
that’s built to last and finished beautifully. If you’ve
yet to check them out then now’s the time…
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